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Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering has evolved
like a blooming flower over the years. Besides emphasis on our core
faculties, student societies have evolved like beautiful petals enhancing
the overall beauty. We strongly believe that these student activities help
shape and develop the personality of our students broadening their mind
and thought processes.
We envision a world beyond technical learning. This gave birth to Dramatic
Society, Robotics Society, Entrepreneurship Society, Character Building
Society, Graphics Society, Go-Green Society, Literary Society, Community
Welfare Society, Debating Society, Mathlete Society and Cyber Security
Society. 
The seeds had been planted…and the journey began
Each society started with faculty head who nominated student managers
It is Iaissez faire management style, with the faculty head overseeing the
society and the student managers working independently and
enthusiastically.
Ideas are generated, events are planned and we see leadership and
creativity skills in students. Each semester, all the societies become
charged and organize dynamic events in auditoriums and various
classrooms, which are thoroughly enjoyed by different audiences.
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BUSINESS SNAPSHOT 2023

DRAMATIC SOCIETY

To visualize different scenarios of business
life cycle and develop empathy for all

stakeholders.

TEAM MEMBER

Dramatic Society of the Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering at Jinnah
University for Women organized an event based on role-plays named "Business Snapshot

2023" on March 14, 2023, in which second year students showcased exciting plays depicting
fraud, discrimination, miscommunication with clients etc. The event aimed to provide a

platform for students to showcase their thoughts and ideas regarding business organizations
and problems. Then on November 4, 2023. they organized another event called “Dramatic
Reading Sessions by Freshers 2023” in which students beautifully and dramatically recited

Urdu and English excerpts of literature.

VISION Mission
To develop appropriate and effective
communication skills in students and

polish them into graceful personalities

MS. SABA RIZWAN (HEAD)

HADIQA MARYAM (PRESIDENT),

 SYEDA MASOOMA RAZA (VICE PRESIDENT), 

ALIZA KHALID 

SHAHID 

MOMINA TARIQ 

HUDA NOOR 
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https://dramaticsjuw.wixsite.com/dramaticsociety

@JUW-Dramatic-Society @juw_csse_dramatic_society

First Play 
"Resuming a Professional

Life after a Career Break".

The play highlighted the

challenges faced by women

who take a career break

and then try to resume

their professional lives. 

Plays by CS 22
"Good Customer and Bad

Customer”, 
"Problems Faced by Female

in Organization",
"Importance of Loyalty in

Business,"
and "Behavior Matters in
Business."  enthusiasm.



LITERARY SOCIETY

To establish a platform that gathers
individuals who share the passion for

literature, cherish its beauty, and contribute
to it the way we can.

TEAM MEMBER

VISION Mission
To encourage students  to nurture their
fondness for literature, be it linguistic or

creative skills.

MS. SURAYYA OBAID (HEAD)

 AIMAN YAQOOB 

 AMEEMA WAHEED 

 NAWAL SHAHID 

ISRA TARIQ 

HAFSA NADEEM 

HAFSA WAHID  
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@Literary-Society @literary_society_2021

BEYOND BOUNDARIES; IQBAL'S UNIVERSAL
WISDOM

 The event aimed to celebrate the timeless wisdom embedded in the poetry of Allama Iqbal
and create an atmosphere where students could showcase their poetic talents.

Aiman Irfan claimed the top position, captivating the audience with her eloquent delivery
and heartfelt rendition of Iqbal's verses. Rumesah Khalid secured the second position with
a powerful and evocative performance, while Neha Tanveer claimed the third position with

her skillful interpretation of Iqbal's universal wisdom.
This poetry recital event not only showcased the literary prowess of the participants but

also highlighted the enduring relevance of Iqbal's poetry in fostering a sense of unity,
understanding, and shared humanity. 

Society seeks to help
out the students in

building up or restoring
their connection with

books and other forms
of literature.

To promote healthy
discussions on

literature that can
possibly strengthen

student’s interpersonal
traits.



MATHTECH FUSION 

TEAM MEMBER

The MathTech Fusion event organized by the Mathletes Society was a
unique platform that brought together the worlds of mathematics and

technology. The event took place on November 1 and November 8, 2023,
attracting participants and enthusiasts from diverse academic backgrounds.

The primary focus was on exploring the intersection of math and
technology

MathTech Fusion proved to be a successful amalgamation of mathematical
theories and technological applications. The event not only showcased the

creativity and innovation of the participants but also highlighted the
interdisciplinary nature of mathematics and technology.

MS. SYEDA ANUM ZAMIR (HEAD)

JAVERIA JALAL SHAHID (PRESIDENT)

 EIMAN YOUSAF (VICE PRESIDENT)

 AQSA BASHEER 

NIMRA KHAN JADOON 

WARDA ALTAF 

SUKAINA BATOOL 

LAIBA IRFAN 

NSHARAH RIAZ 
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WINNER

Khadija Zulfiqar

Muskan Kamran

Maya Khurshid Anwar

MATHLETES SOCIETY

IQ is part of a large “nexus” of positively correlated
societal outcomes, i.e. family income, socioeconomic

status, school and Occupational performance,
military training assignments, law-abidingness,

Healthful habits, illness, and morality. Our vision is
to build these all characters in a student

VISION Mission
Our Mission is to built IQ and sense in student by
using maths as a bridge .IQ stands for intelligence

quotient & inshore . Its a measure of person
reasoning ability. Our mission is to make students IQ
efficient that they can predict more logically and give

informative answer in any test.

@Mathletes_Society @mathelets_society



SEMINAR: STRATEGIES TO BUILD AND MANAGE
BUSINESSES

TEAM MEMBER

Ziana Sakhia, CEO Bechlo.pk, in her captivating session guided
students on how to build a business successfully, motivated them
to develop a business mindset and helped them get familiar with

the skills required to be successful in entrepreneurship

MS. KANWAL ZAHOOR (HEAD)
UME HANI BAIG (PRESIDENT)

SARAH JAWED (VICE PRESIDENT)
MOMINA TARIQ

HAMNA
SHEEZA  SALEEM
AMEEMA WAHEED

INSHA ANMOL
AREEBA ASAD

SAMRA KASHAF
ARIQAH M.RAFIQ
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ACHIVEMENT
Improvements in

Strategic Thinking.
Enhanced

Management as well
as Leadership
Capabilities.

Better Networking

ENTREPRENEURSHIP SOCIETY

We bring forward innovative ideas and take risks
as a challenge, giving newcomers the opportunity
to shine bright and represent our country in the

future.

VISION Mission
Our Society's Mission is to furnish entrepreneurs with
new innovative knowledge and abilities in the field of

business, so they can be out in front of their
competitors and in this way, seek after an effective

profession in the advanced professional world.

http://enterpreneursociety.wordpress.com

JUW Entrepreneurship Society

@juw_entrepreneurship_society



DEBATE EVENT 2023

TEAM MEMBER

On May 12, 2023, the Debating Society hosted a dynamic event at M. Uzair Auditorium at
Jinnah University For Women. The event began with the recitation of the Holy Quran,
followed by engaging debates anchored by Alishba Riaz, Javeria Jalal, and Hudaibiya

Feroze.The highlight was the stirring performance of the national song by Afshan Azhar
and Syeda Sukaina Batool, fostering a sense of patriotism. Ms. Tooba, the Debating

Society supervisor, announced the winners, capturing the joyous moment in pictures.
Prof. Dr. Narmeen Zakaria Bawany, Dean of the Faculty of Science, concluded the event

with insightful reflections

MS. SYEDA TOOBA (HEAD)

TAHSEEN BANO (PRESIDENT)

SYEDA BATOOL ZEHRA (VICE PRESIDENT)

RIJA FATIMA 

 AFSHAN AZHAR  

JAVERIYA SUBHAN 

KHADIJAH BEGUM

MARYAM 
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DEBATING SOCIETY

We envision a world in which every department
provides speech and debate to foster each

student’s communication, collaboration, critical
thinking, and creative skills. 

VISION Mission
To connect, support, and inspire a diverse community
committed to empowering students through speech

and debate. The main mission of our society is to
develop confidence and arrangements of words in

every girl in every situation.

ENGLISH TOPIC
There is a great influence

of media in politics
The Good and bad power

of social media
Give me an educated

mother, I shall promise you
the birth of a civilised,

educated nation" 

URDU TOPIC
Hum to sharminda

ha is dor ka insaan

hokar
Fashion aik beemari

hai 

@Debate_society @debate_society_21


